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Eventually, you will definitely discover a extra experience and triumph by spending more cash. yet when? realize you assume that you require to
acquire those all needs in the manner of having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something
that will guide you to comprehend even more as regards the globe, experience, some places, in imitation of history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unconditionally own times to act out reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Blue Moon Promise Under Texas Stars 1
Englis below.

Children in the Industrial Revolution - Russell Roberts 2018-08-01
Illustrates the experience of children who lived during the American
Industrial Revolution. Captivating text, informative infographics, and
historical photos make this title a compelling and thought-provoking read
for young history lovers.
Life as We Knew it - Susan Beth Pfeffer 2008
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family's
struggle to survive after a meteor hits the moon, causing worldwide
tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.
Blue Moon Promise - Colleen Coble 2012-02-13
"Coble is a great writer, she knows what readers want and she does not
disappoint."—Romantic Times Lucy Marsh's worldly resources are
running out, but she's fiercely determined to care for her younger
brother and sister. When she discovers that their father's recent death
was no accident, Lucy is eager to leave town. She accepts a proxy
marriage she believes will provide safe refuge. But trouble follows her to
Texas where her new husband is surprised to suddenly have a wife and
children to care for. Nate Stanton always hoped he'd marry someday, but
running the family ranch meant he had no time for romance. When his
father deposits Lucy Marsh—a city girl—on his doorstep, with two
siblings in the bargain, he expects ranch life will send her running on the
first train out of town. But Lucy is made of tougher stuff than Nate
imagined. When danger moves in, Nate finds he'd give anything to
protect Lucy and the children he's grown to love. Even if it means giving
up his ranch. Blue Moon Promise is a story of hope, romance, and
suspense . . . immersing the reader in a rich historical tale set under
Texas stars.
Heart of the Streets - Chenae Glaze 2013-10-07
Corinne is running from the pain of her past but she can't seem to run
fast enough. Jabari thought he had it all but even with everything,
something is still missing. Follow Corinne and Jabari through the streets
of Atlanta as she offers him a loyalty he's never had and he showers her
in a love she never knew existed!
Safe in His Arms - Colleen Coble 2013-01-28
Sometimes it takes a stranger to see you as you really are. Born and
raised on sprawling Texas land, Margaret O’Brien prides herself on her
competence as a rancher. But her father believes she’s made for more
than just dawn-to-dusk work. He wants her to have the love of a good
man, to raise children, to build a life. But Margaret gave up such dreams
years ago. She’s convinced no man would have her, that the ranch is her
life now. So when Margaret’s father hires Daniel Cutler as a new
foreman, she’s frustrated and suspicious. Then an overheard
conversation links him with a gang of bank robbers, and she’s downright
worried. Daniel swears he’s not involved, but Margaret’s not convinced.
She knows the man still has secrets. But would a criminal be so kind and
talk so convincingly of his faith? As a series of tragic “accidents”
threatens all she holds dear, Margaret must decide what to trust: her
own ears, her best judgment . . . or what her heart keeps telling her.
From the author of the best-selling Blue Moon Promise . . . an exciting
tale of danger, romance, and faith played out under Texas stars.
“Romantically tense, but with just the right touch of danger, this cowboy
love story is surprisingly clever—and pleasingly sweet.” —USAToday.com
for Blue Moon Promise
Moon's on Fire - 2020
Read how a cowboy and cowgirl try to convince the animals on the ranch
that the moon is not on fire.
Sophie's World - Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her
mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before she
knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious
philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not
only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of
philosophy.
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Texas Tall - Janet Dailey 2021-11-16
A deadly accident puts a cowboy on the wrong side of the law in this
romantic suspense novel by the New York Times–bestselling author of
the Calder Saga. She can’t forget him. The born rancher who stole her
heart, her ex-husband, the tough, tender father of her child…Tori Tyler
can’t let Will Tyler go to prison for a crime that was a simple accident.
But she can’t deny that her feelings for the man run much deeper than
loyalty, and her desire for his strong, sure embrace has never died.
Protecting him is second nature, until an unexpected terror threatens to
shatter them both…and Tori needs Will’s fierce love more than ever
before. He can’t let her go. The sassy, sexy wife he never meant to drive
away, the gorgeous woman who haunts his memory and his
fantasies…Will can accept the blame for the destruction of his marriage,
but he can’t believe that he and Tori won’t have a second chance to make
it right. With the ranch in trouble and his freedom on the line, somehow
fighting for her is the only thing that matters. Praise for the Tylers of
Texas series "Big, bold, and sexy, Texas True is Janet Dailey at her
best!”—Kat Martin “Dailey does the genre proud with plenty of intrigue,
subplots, twists and, of course, love. Fans and newcomers alike will revel
in the ride.”—Publishers Weekly on Texas Tall
ABC Ohio - Adriane Doherty 2018-05
Have fun helping your child learn the letters of the alphabet with this
Ohio alphabet book. This book introduces young readers to the shapes
and sounds of the letters of the alphabet in a fun jaunt through the
Buckeye State. In ABC Ohio, children will build their vocabulary and
learn about Indiana's state bird, tree, flower, and landmarks. A friendly
ducky guides children through the book, hiding somewhere on each
spread. With sturdy pages and rounded corners, ABC Ohio is durable and
safe for lots of learning fun.
World War II - Thomas K. Adamson 2015-01-01
Presents an overview of World War II, including history, important
people and battles, and a timeline of events.
Guess How Much I Love Indiana - Johannah Paiva 2014-11-01
Guess How Much I Love Indiana introduces early learners to non-fiction
in a way that both explains and entertains in this book about the best
things about Indiana! With vivid illustrations, relatable boy and girl
narrators, and rich text of varying lengths, kids wont even realize they
are learning about math, science, geography, and arts in the world
around them! From Lake Michigan, to the Indianapolis Zoo, to the
Hoosier National Forest, to the Soldiers and Sailors monument, this fun
book takes readers on an adventure around The Hoosier State,
accompanied by a friendly cardinal (Indianas state bird), who gives cool
facts on every spread!
Daughter of the Loom - Tracie Peterson 2005
Book 1 in the Bells of Lowell series A CBA BestsellerWith the
extraordinary changes to society and families ushered in with the
Industrial Revolution, the quaint countryside of Lilly Armbruster's youth
has been transformed, to some great wealth and to others tragic loss.
Lilly is deeply resentful of the powerful mill owners she believes have
stolen her father's farm and caused his premature death. Though intent
on avenging herself, Lilly is torn when she discovers her one-time
betrothed is hand-in-glove with the "lords of the loom."
Georgia - Ann Heinrichs 2003
Discusses the geography, history, government, and culture of Georgia.
Love You Forever - Robert N. Munsch 1986
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly rocks
him each night as he sleeps.
Blue Moon Bay (The Shores of Moses Lake Book #2) - Lisa Wingate
2012-02-01
"Lisa Wingate writes with depth and warmth, joy and wit."--Debbie
Macomber Heather Hampton returns to Moses Lake, Texas, to help
facilitate the sale of a family farm as part of a planned industrial plant
that will provide the area with much-needed jobs. Heather's future fiance
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has brokered the deal, and Heather is in line to do her first large-scale
architectural design--if the deal goes through. But the currents of Moses
Lake have a way of taking visitors on unexpected journeys. What was
intended to be a quick trip suddenly morphs into Valentine's week--with
Blaine Underhill, the handsome banker who just happens to be opposing
Heather's project. Spending the holiday in an ex-funeral parlor seems
like a nightmare, but Heather slowly finds herself being drawn into the
area's history, hope, and heart.
Secret Atlanta: A Guide to the Weird, Wonderful, and Obscure Jonah McDonald 2020-03-15
What’s really inside Atlanta’s sealed Crypt of Civilization? Where can you
experience a midnight costume party or get your hair cut at a museum?
And is there really an elephant graveyard in the city? Sometimes the
truth is stranger than fiction, and Secret Atlanta is the right book to
prove this over and over again. Beyond the standard Atlanta tourist
attractions, visitors and natives will find a city full of secrets—in the
history, art, culture, nature, and places that are just plain weird. Tour the
most hidden spots in the metro area, or see the famous sites through a
new lens. You’ll find the answers to common questions, like why there
are so many streets named “Peachtree.” Don’t miss Atlanta’s more
uncommon quirks too, such as the story behind the clergy parking spaces
at one local bar. Whether you’re a lifelong Atlantan or a first-time visitor,
local writer Jonah McDonald will help you marvel at Atlanta’s most
obscure oddities. His adventures through the city might sound too
interesting to be true—but you couldn’t even make this stuff up if you
tried.
What's Wrong with Pauly? - B. J House 2013-08
Billy Johnson doesn't give it a second thought when he joins in with his
friends making fun of a little girl in a wheelchair. Then Pauly comes into
his life, and Billy not only learns a valuable lesson about compassion and
acceptance but he gets a new best friend! Grades 3-4
Fifteen Hundred Miles from the Sun - Jonny Garza Villa 2021-06
A poignant, funny, openhearted novel about coming out, first love, and
being your one and only best and true self. Julián Luna has a plan for his
life: Graduate. Get into UCLA. And have the chance to move away from
Corpus Christi, Texas, and the suffocating expectations of others that
have forced Jules into an inauthentic life. Then in one reckless moment,
with one impulsive tweet, his plans for a low-key nine months are
thrown--literally--out the closet. The downside: the whole world knows,
and Jules has to prepare for rejection. The upside: Jules now has the
opportunity to be his real self. Then Mat, a cute, empathetic Twitter
crush from Los Angeles, slides into Jules's DMs. Jules can tell him
anything. Mat makes the world seem conquerable. But when Jules's fears
about coming out come true, the person he needs most is fifteen hundred
miles away. Jules has to face them alone. Jules accidentally propelled
himself into the life he's always dreamed of. And now that he's in control
of it, what he does next is up to him.
Keeper - Kathi Appelt 2012-05-22
Keeper was born in the ocean, and she believes she is part mermaid. So
as a ten-year-old she goes out looking for her mother—an unpredictable
and uncommonly gorgeous woman who swam away when Keeper was
three—and heads right for the ocean, right for the sandbar where
mermaids are known to gather. But her boat is too small for the
surf—and much too small for the storm that is brewing on the horizon.
Kathi Appelt follows her award-winning and New York Times bestselling
novel The Underneath with this stunning, mysterious, and breathtaking
tale of a girl who outgrows fairy tales just a little too late—and learns in
the end that there is nothing more magical and mythical than love itself.
Red River Bride - Colleen Coble 2002

enemy he seemed at first, Hannah isn’t sure their love will ever see the
light of freedom. USA TODAY bestselling author Stand-alone historical
romance with an intriguing mystery Other historical fiction by Colleen
Coble: Butterfly Palace, Blue Moon Promise, Safe in His Arms
Contemporary romantic suspense from Colleen Coble: One Little Lie,
Two Reasons to Run, Stands of Truth, Tidewater Inn Includes discussion
questions for book clubs
Texas Rangers - Ryan Basen 2013-08-01
Inside MLB profiles each of the 30 franchises in Major League Baseball.
Texas Rangers is a beginner's history of the Rangers, covering the
beginnings of the franchise, the greatest and lowest moments of the
team, and the best players and managers. Fun facts, anecdotes, and
sidebars round out the story of each club, allowing your readers to get
Inside MLB! SportsZone is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Life Under the Stars, Sun, and Moon Coloring Book - Jupiter Kids
2016-03-03
There is beauty in life under the stars, sun and moon. There are animals
and other living creatures thriving from the heat for these heavenly
bodies. Can you color all of them and identify them in the process?
Coloring is a good system that you can use to educate your children
about the world around them. Secure a copy now!
The Daily Show (The Book) - Chris Smith 2016-11-22
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of
the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its
correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between
television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It
launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys.
Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie
will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee,
Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily
Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain,
Glenn Beck, Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the
reader behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as
Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to Trevor Noah's
succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news
cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for
not only comedy but also commentary, with a reputation for calling
bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the world. Through years
of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President Obama
and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative
takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural
touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal
moments come together to share their memories of the last-minute
rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of
Zen both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking
shows.
Saving Hope - Margaret Daley 2012-03-01
When a teenager goes missing from the Beacon of Hope School, Texas
Ranger Wyatt Sheridan and school director Kate Winslow are forced into
a dangerous struggle against a human trafficking organization. But the
battle brings dire consequences as Wyatt's daughter is terrorized and
Kate is kidnapped. Now it's personal, and Wyatt finds both his faith and
investigative skills challenged as he fights to discover the mastermind
behind the ring before evil destroys everyone he loves.
Butterfly Palace - Colleen Coble 2014-01-28
Elegance and wealth. Privilege and politics. The extravagance of the
Butterfly Palace overwhelmed Lily’s senses and nearly smothered her
painful memories. She pushed away her misgivings . . . She was perfectly
safe in this huge house. Austin, Texas—1904: Abandoned by the love of
her life and still mourning the loss of her mother, Lily Donaldson has
turned her back on the pain and come to Austin for a fresh start, working
for the Marshall family as a kitchen maid in their luxurious mansion, the
Butterfly Palace. The tasks before her are legion, and her mistress less
than pleasant, but at least Lily’s new life will be, if nothing else,
distracting. But one night, while serving at a dinner party, Lily
recognizes the man who abandoned her, Andy, her liaison from the livery
stable, the blacksmith’s son . . . sitting among the distinguished guests.
Though he recognizes her, Andy does not acknowledge her aloud, and
Lily is left reeling, flabbergasted, and irate. But before she can get an
explanation, the path of the Servant Girl Killer swerves very close to the
Butterfly Palace, sowing terror among the maids. Having come to Austin
to start anew, Lily suddenly feels trapped in a spider web. How can she

Freedom's Light - Colleen Coble 2018-09-11
Explore the mystery and the romance of the Revolutionary War as a
young lighthouse keeper navigates the dangerous waters of revolution
and one man’s obsession with her to find safe harbor with the sea
captain she loves. Hannah Thomas believes she’s escaped Galen Wright’s
evil intentions by marrying an older lighthouse keeper. Seemingly safe in
faraway Massachusetts, her world is upended when John is killed in one
of the first battles of the Revolutionary War. Hannah is allowed to
continue the difficult task of tending the twin lighthouses in John’s place,
though she faces daily disapproval from John’s family. She thinks her
loneliness will subside when her younger sister arrives, but she finds
Lydia’s obsession with Galen only escalates the dangerous tides swirling
around her. A stormy night brings a shipwrecked sea captain to
Hannah’s door, and though he is a Tory, her heart is as traitorous as the
dark-eyed captain. Even though she discovers Birch Meredith isn’t the
blue-moon-promise-under-texas-stars-1-englis
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know who to trust in a house where lies come dressed in fine suits and
deceit in silk gowns the colors of butterfly wings? “This story about the
importance of having faith, especially in your darkest hour, is
recommended for fans of Amanda Quick and Sandra Brown and for
readers who enjoy romantic suspense and historical fiction.” —Library
Journal
The Lightkeeper's Bride - Colleen Coble 2010-10-17
When Katie answers the call of duty, she awakens the call of her heart.
Katie Russell loves working as a telephone operator in Mercy Falls,
California. But since childhood she has been expected to marry well. Her
family presses for an engagement to wealthy bachelor Bartholomew
Foster and though he doesn't stir her heart, their engagement promises a
secure financial future. Working the phone lines one evening, Katie
overhears a chilling exchange between her friend Eliza and a familiar
male voice. Katie soon learns that Eliza has disappeared, and the crime
may be linked to another investigation by handsome new lighthouse
keeper, Will Jesperson. Katie and Will soon form an alliance. An alliance
that slowly blossoms into something more. Despite the danger
surrounding her, Katie is powerfully drawn to Will. But she is not at
liberty to marry for love. And though society forbids their growing
affection, Katie can't help but notice Will's sense of peace. It's a peace
that rests on his trust in God—a trust that Katie has never had to depend
on, with her future so clearly mapped out before her. But the more Katie
uncovers of the mystery, the more she discovers about herself, her past,
and the brilliant future that could be hers if only she has the courage to
trust in God and follow where her heart so fearlessly leads.
Lonesome Cowboy - Debbie Macomber 2017-07-01
Revisit Promise, Texas, in this classic western romance from a favorite
author, #1 New York Times bestselling Debbie Macomber. Everyone in
Promise thinks Savannah Weston is an old-fashioned kind of woman,
quietly content to stay on the family ranch with her brother, Grady. But
Savannah has her passions—for the old roses she loves to grow, for the
children she hopes to have. And for a man named Laredo Smith. He’s a
stranger to the small town, a disenchanted drifting cowboy who may just
change Savannah’s life—in the best possible way. Originally published in
1998
What's Great about Texas? - Amanda Lanser 2014-09-01
What's so great about Texas? Find out the top ten sites to see or things
to do in the Lone Star State! Explore Texas's rodeos, wild places, oil
fields, and rich history. The Texas by Map feature shows where you'll
find all the places covered in the book. A special section provides quick
state facts such as the state motto, capital, population, animals, foods,
and more. Take a fun-filled tour of all there is to discover in Texas.
Larkspur Cove (The Shores of Moses Lake Book #1) - Lisa Wingate
2011-02-01
Adventure is the last thing on Andrea Henderson's mind when she moves
to Moses Lake. After surviving the worst year of her life, she's struggling
to build a new life for herself and her son as a social worker. Perhaps in
doing a job that makes a difference, she can find some sense of purpose
and solace in her shattered faith. For new Moses Lake game warden
Mart McClendon, finding a sense of purpose in life isn't an issue. He took
the job to get out of southwest Texas and the constant reminders of a
tragedy for which he can't forgive himself. But when a little girl is seen
with the town recluse, Mart and Andrea are drawn together in the search
for her identity. The little girl offers them both a new chance at
redemption and hope--and may bring them closer than either ever
planned.
The Under Texas Stars Collection - Colleen Coble 2014-08-26
Now available in one volume, USA Today best-selling author Colleen
Coble’s Under Texas Stars series! Blue Moon Promise Lucy Marsh's
worldly resources are running out, but she's fiercely determined to care
for her younger brother and sister. When she discovers that their father's
recent death was no accident, Lucy is eager to leave town. She accepts a
proxy marriage she believes will provide safe refuge. But trouble follows
her to Texas where her new husband is surprised to suddenly have a wife
and children to care for. Blue Moon Promise is a story of hope, romance,
and suspense . . . immersing the reader in a rich historical tale set under
the Texas stars. Safe in His Arms When Margaret O’Brien’s father hires
Daniel Cutler as a new foreman, she’s frustrated and suspicious of her
father’s intentions. Then an overheard conversation links the man with a
gang of bank robbers, and she’s downright worried. Daniel swears he’s
not involved, but Margaret’s not convinced. She knows the man still has
secrets. But would a criminal be so kind and talk so convincingly of his
faith? As a series of tragic “accidents” threatens all she holds dear,
Margaret must decide what to trust: her own ears, her best judgment . . .
blue-moon-promise-under-texas-stars-1-englis

or what her heart keeps telling her. From the author of the best-selling
Blue Moon Promise . . . an exciting tale of danger, romance, and faith
played out under the Texas stars.
Life During the Industrial Revolution - Julia Garstecki 2015-01-01
Have you ever wondered what life was like for individuals and families in
the Industrial Revolution? Learn about what their days consisted of, what
they ate and wore, and more! Primary sources with accompanying
questions, multiple prompts, A Day in the Life section, index, and
glossary also included. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Core Library is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Kacey Musgraves - Sarah Tieck 2014-12-15
Shares the life story of the country singer, including her childhood, her
time as a contestant on "Nashville Star," and her career success.
Baseball Saved Us - Ken Mochizuki 2018-01-01
"Author Ken Mochizuki reads his award-winning book. There is some soft
background music, and a few gentle sound effects, but the power of the
words need little embellishment...This treasure of a book is well-treated
in this format." - School Library Journal
To Love a Stranger - Colleen Coble 2016-07-19
Bessie Randall had no intention of moving to Wyoming. But could the life
she would never choose be better than the one she had planned? Bessie
is shocked when she finds out that her sister Lenore has used her name
to correspond with a soldier she's never met--and that she's actually
married the man by proxy with Bessie's name. And if Bessie contests it,
her sister could go to jail for forgery. Bessie has always felt responsible
for her younger sister, and she believes she has no choice but to do the
honorable thing and travel west to meet up with Jasper Mendenhall. With
his sister Jessica's reprimand about marrying sight-unseen still ringing in
his ears, Jasper is shocked when he meets the stagecoach. The little wren
who meets him is not the beauty whose picture he holds in his hand.
Jasper plans to annul the marriage and send Bessie back to Boston. She's
a city girl and he's not sure she could even survive--much less be happy-at Fort Bowie. But Jasper's orders to return to Fort Bowie are moved up,
and he has no choice but to take Bessie with him. To his surprise, he
finds much to like in the quiet young woman: things like humor and grit.
But even those qualities may not be enough as the Apaches move in,
determined to eradicate the fort in their midst. Can God mend their
hearts together in spite of the circumstances?
Liberty's Christmas - Randall Beth Platt 2012
"The story of Liberty Justice Jones, a sixteen-year-old girl living on a
Christmas tree farm in Depression-era Texas. When hard times fall on
the family, it's up to Liberty to risk everything to save the farm and
realize her dreams"--Provided by publisher.
Courtship of the Recluse - Linda Louise Rigsbee 2014-10-05
Cindy is working in a restaurant in a little West Texas town when Russell
Cade offers her a housekeeping job at his ranch. It's a huge old house on
3000+ remote acres. Against her best friend's advice, she accepts the job
and moves to a room in the house. Cade is a stoic person who appears to
have no sense of romance, and Cindy is not attracted to him. Cindy falls
in love with the old house and the beautiful country. Cade is always a
complete gentlemen. He spends all day working on the ranch and she
has a hot meal ready for him when he gets home. They both love the
arrangement. Their respect and admiration for each other gradually
spawns a much deeper emotion - one that gets out of control in fuzzy
stages. "Courtship of the Recluse" is a love story about two every day
people who are having trouble communicating. No offensive language or
explicit sex makes this a romance story for all ages.
The Big Girl's Guide to Buying Lingerie - Amie Stuart 2015-10-16
"Redneck Casanova" After a disastrous marital near-miss Jade Ballard
retreats to San Antonio, cutting herself off from the world in general and
more specifically a country club lifestyle she no longer wants any part of.
She takes comfort in food and eventually, the safety of an internet love
affair. "Miss Snooty Pants" Rowdy Yates is a semi-reformed womanizer
who's leery of long-term entanglements. Until Jade, he never seriously
considered anything beyond a "Wife-For-A-Night." After months of
flirting on the internet the couple meets, only to discover they already
know one another. Rowdy has always mistaken Jade's shy reserved
nature for snobbishness, and Jade has always viewed the woman-loving
Rowdy as a Redneck Casanova. But the months they spent getting to
know one another formed an attraction neither can fight. Warning: This
book contains cookie consumption, shopping, rants about bras, lost bras,
stolen bras, a fake engagement, hawt sexy times, and a snooty plus-sized
chick who falls hard for her Redneck Casanova.
Blue Moon Promise - Colleen Coble 2012
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Lucy Marsh has lost everything but her determination to provide for her
brother and sister. When she realizes her father's death was no accident,
she decides to accept a proxy marriage in order to get her siblings out of
harm's way. But trouble follows her to Wichita Falls, Texas, and nothing
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there is as she expected.
Maryland - Ann Heinrichs 2003
Discusses the geography, history, government, culture, and attractions of
Maryland.
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